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Alternadad
2007-01-09

with the publication of alternadad neal pollack became the spokesperson for a new generation of parents
pollack a self styled party guy known mostly for outrageous literary antics recounts how he and his wife became
responsible parents without sacrificing their passion for pop culture from an ill fated family trip to the austin city
limits festival to yanking his son out of an absurd corporate gymnastics class to dealing with the child s ongoing
biting problem pollack captures the wonders terrors and idiocies of parenting today alternadad is both an
engaging and amusing memoir of fatherhood and a fascinating portrait of a new version of the american family
from the trade paperback edition

Men's Health
2007-01

men s health magazine contains daily tips and articles on fitness nutrition relationships sex career and lifestyle

American Autobiography After 9/11
2017-01-10

in the post 9 11 era a flood of memoirs has wrestled with anxieties both personal and national

Things I've Learned from Women Who've Dumped Me
2008-02-04

the emmy award winning former executive producer of the daily show and the colbert report has assembled a
stellar lineup of men who have one thing in common all have been dumped and are willing to share their pain
and the lessons learned relationships end and in almost all of them even the most callow among us take
something away this is a book about that something whether it be major life lessons like if you lie you will get
caught simple truths like flowers work or something wholly unique like watch out for the high strung brother in
the military this anthology will be comprised of longer and shorter pieces drawn from an array of impressive
celebrities writers and public figures some pieces may be a paragraph in length while others will be full blown
essays all of them will be about that salient something men take away from a failed relationship yes men learn
this is not a touchy feely book this is not a self help book this is a book packed with smart funny and insightful
stories from men you probably thought never got dumped or if they did would never admit it

Slackonomics
2008-01-25

generation x grew up in the 1980s when alex p keaton was going to be a millionaire by the time he was thirty
greed was good and social activism was deader than disco then globalization and the technological revolution
came along changing everything for a generation faced with bridging the analog and digital worlds living in a
time of creative destruction when an old economic order is upended by a new one has deeply affected everyday
life for this generation from how they work where they live how they play when they marry and have children to
their attitudes about love humor happiness and personal fulfillment through a sharp and entertaining mix of pop
and alt culture personal narrative and economic analysis author lisa chamberlain shows how generation x has
survived and even thrived in the era of creative destruction but will now be faced with solving economic and
environmental problems on a global scale
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The Graphic Lives of Fathers
2020-02-21

this book explores the representation of fatherhood in contemporary north american autobiographical comics
that depict paternal conduct from the post war period up to the present it offers equal space to autobiographical
comics penned by daughters who represent their fathers complicated and often disappointing behavior and to
works by male cartoonists who depict and usually celebrate their own experiences as fathers this book asks
questions about how the desire to forgive or be forgiven can compromise the authors ethics or dictate style
considers the ownership of life stories whose subjects cannot or do not agree to be represented and
investigates the pervasive and complicated effects of dominant masculinities by close reading these cartoonists
complex strategies of self representation this volume also places photography and archival work alongside the
problematic legacy of self deprecation carried on from underground comics and shows how the vocabulary of
graphic narration can work with other media and at the intersection of various genres and modes to produce a
valuable scrutiny of contemporary norms of fatherhood

Pops in Pop Culture
2016-04-29

the definitions of fatherhood have shifted in the twenty first century as paternal subjectivities conflicts and
desires have registered in new ways in the contemporary family this collection investigates these sites of
change through various lenses from popular culture film television blogs best selling fiction and non fiction
stand up comedy routines advertisements newspaper articles parenting guide books and video games treating
constructions of the father at the nexus of patriarchy gender and post feminist philosophy contributors analyze
how fatherhood is defined in relation to masculinity and femininity and the shifting structures of the
heteronormative nuclear family perceptions of the father as the traditional breadwinner and authoritarian as
compared to a more engaged and involved nurturer are considered via representations of fathers from the us
canada britain australia south africa and sweden

Never Mind the Pollacks
2009-10-13

the most important document in the history of rock n roll since the liner notes to killroy was here this paperback
includes a new p s section with author interviews insights features suggested readings and more never mind the
pollacks the first novel from acclaimed humorist neal pollack is an epic history of rock and roll told through the
eyes of two rival rock critics the novel spans the decades from the 1940s to the present day and includes such
real life characters as elvis presley bob dylan joan baez lou reed iggy pop bruce springsteen joey ramone patti
smith kurt cobain and many more pollack deploys his trademark roasting of literary pomposity but his narrative
transcends mere parody to become full fledged social satire he takes on the icons of popular music and their
biographers true life rock books and historical fiction there has never been a book quite like this one particularly
since it contains more than two dozen original songs written by the author the life story of the book s main
character neal pollack is uniquely american the only son of jewish immigrant parents he shows an aptitude early
in life for rock criticism prodded by the legendary sam phillips and haunted by a ghostly mysterious blues man
deeply disturbed by his mother s illegitimate marriage to jerry lee lewis he leaves his memphis boyhood behind
to become a folk troubadour in greenwich village six broken hearts two liver transplants and a lot of cocaine
orgies later he meets his ultimate destiny in a surprise ending that will shock anyone who wasn t paying
attention to the early chapters with never mind the pollacks neal pollack establishes himself as one of the most
important novelists of his generation who isn t named jonathan

Los Angeles Noir (Akashic Noir)
2007-05-01

los angeles noir brings you tales of crime and passion and betrayal from some of the most innovative and
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celebrated writers working today a los angeles times best seller book sense notable pick and sciba book award
winner akashic books continues its groundbreaking series of original noir anthologies launched in 2004 with
brooklyn noir each story is set in a distinct neighborhood or location within the city of the book brand new
stories by michael connelly janet fitch susan straight héctor tobar patt morrison emory holmes ii robert ferrigno
gary phillips christopher rice naomi hirahara jim pascoe neal pollack scott phillips diana wagman lienna silver
brian ascalon roley and denise hamilton

Healthy American Families
2010-04-22

this fascinating book compares progressive and more religiously conservative views and their differing impacts
on the health of families rejecting the definition of family promulgated by the religious right healthy american
families a progressive alternative to the religious right offers an innovative approach to understanding 21st
century families proactive rather than reactive it explores the ways families have changed over the past 200
years and builds on that to elucidate the larger forces that continue to redefine male and female roles and the
shape of the modern family unit part one of the book shows that the religious right s claim that a golden age of
families existed when our country began is fallacious instead families have been changing since the days of the
puritans part two picks up the threads to show how in the wake of those changes most of today s families are
healthier than families at the time of our country s founding healthy families the book asserts spring from a
blend of conservative ideals responsibility and accountability and liberal ideals innovation and change the result
is responsible change that benefits both the individual and society

Fatherhood 4.0
2010

some of canada s most acclaimed multicultural personalities public figures intellectuals entertainers athletes
and activists share stories memories insights and revelations about fatherhood from the comic to the tragic
through critical essays first person musings interviews conversations spoken word and dub poetry this collection
examines the place where cross cultural fatherhood intersects with the worlds of technology hip hop and hipster
culture a cool diverse dads movement as an african canadian fatherhood advocate dalton higgins also digs
around to see how black fathers of this millennium are faring as academics and pundits have debated for
decades what is at the heart of the problem when it comes to the much publicized shortcomings of black fathers
fatherhood 4 0 spots trends across a newer generation of media savvy multi culti dads influenced by everything
from george lopez and bill cosby to the osbournes and obama with keen insights and essays from fatherhood
activists it includes essays on the baby daddy phenomenon and bob marley pops in popular culture technology
and parenting and crucial research on aboriginal fatherhood by dr jessica ball the book contains candid
interviews with michael pinball clemons broken social scene s charles spearin toronto fc s dwayne de rosario
bollywood boulevard s mohit rajhans george elliott clarke hal niedzvicki lawrence hill fucked up s damian
abraham dramatist richard lee the cbc s matt galloway social entrepreneur sol guy plex and more

The Unmade Bed
2017-03-07

how much should a man speak sex and money and dreams and children and power where the numbers come
from acknowledgements

Manning Up
2012-03-06

in manning up manhattan institute fellow and city journal contributing editor kay hymowitz argues that the
gains of the feminist revolution have had a dramatic unanticipated effect on the current generation of young
men traditional roles of family man and provider have been turned upside down as pre adult men stuck between
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adolescence and real adulthood find themselves lost in a world where women make more money are more
educated and are less likely to want to settle down and build a family their old scripts are gone and young men
find themselves adrift unlike women they have no biological clock telling them it s time to grow up hymowitz
argues that it s time for these young men to man up

Jewish Book World
2008

schuyler s monster is an honest funny and heart wrenching story of a family and particularly a little girl who won
t give up when faced with a monster that steals her voice but can t crush her spirit when schuyler was 18
months old a question about her lack of speech by her pediatrician set in motion a journey that continues today
when she was diagnosed with bilateral perisylvian polymicrogyria an extremely rare neurological disorder
caused by a malformation of the brain her parents were given a name for the monster that had been stalking
them from doctor visit to doctor visit and throughout the search for the correct answer to schuyler s mystery
once they knew why she couldn t speak they needed to determine how to help her learn they didn t know that
schuyler was going to teach them a thing or two about fearlessness tenacity and joy schuyler s monster is more
than the memoir of a parent dealing with a child s disability it is the story of the relationship between a unique
and ethereal little girl floating through the world without words and her earthbound father who struggles with
whether or not he is the right dad for the job it is the story of a family seeking answers to a child s dilemma but
it is also a chronicle of their unique relationships formed without traditional language against the expectations
of a doubting world it is a story that has equal measure of laughter and tears ultimately it is the tale of a little
girl who silently teaches a man filled with self doubt how to be the father she needs schuyler can now
communicate through assistive technology and continues to be the source of her father s inspiration literary and
otherwise

Schuyler's Monster
2008-02-19

finalist for the philip k dick and arthur c clarke awards the gripping first novel by drew magary author of the hike
and the night the lights went out an exciting page turner drew magary is an excellent writer the postmortal is
even more terrifying than zombie apocalypse mark frauenfelder boing boing john farrell is about to get the cure
old age can never kill him now the only problem is everything else still can imagine a near future where a cure
for aging is discovered and after much political and moral debate made available to people worldwide
immortality however comes with its own unique problems including evil green people government euthanasia
programs a disturbing new religious cult and other horrors witty eerie and full of humanity the postmortal is an
unforgettable thriller that envisions a pre apocalyptic world so real that it is completely terrifying

The Postmortal
2011-08-30

contrary to popular legend every dog does not have his day some dogs i e musicians actors foodstuffs sitcoms
beverages albums and movies are perennially overlooked this book will change all that using a highly scientific
unabashedly subjective yet uncannily accurate formula the brilliant comedic minds behind yankee pot roast can
help you determine with absolute confidence whether something or someone is underrated george harrison or
not paul mccartney for example underrated good times bubble yum snapple not underrated diff rent strokes big
league chew dr pepper the ur underrated rating takes into account cultural commercial and critical appeal as
well as more nebulous but equally crucial factors like coolness and staying power admit it you ve suspected for
years that newsradio is a criminally ignored masterpiece now you can prove it geoff wolinetz nick jezarian and
josh abraham are the founders and editors of yankee pot roast their work has appeared in maxim and cracked
and on the web at mcsweeney s the black table drinkatwork and more they live in new york city
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Underrated:
2012-03-01

in this hilarious heartfelt book brian leaf tackles parenting with a unique blend of research and humor he
explores attachment parenting as well as playful unconditional simplicity and good old dr spock parenting he
tries cloth diapers no diapers cosleeping and no sleeping join him on his rollicking journey in this one of a kind
parenting guide

Misadventures of a Parenting Yogi
2014-04-01

plus one is a smart and funny novel about hollywood but where it truly shines is in noxon s stunning and
painfully accurate depiction of the complex rhythms and growing pains of a marriage jonathan tropper author of
this is where i leave you and one last thing before i go well observed honest and laugh out loud funny plus one
tells a story from the inside of show business about being on the outside matthew weiner creator of mad men
christopher noxon s debut novel plus one is a comedic take on bread winning women and caretaking men in
contemporary los angeles alex sherman zicklin is a mid level marketing executive whose wife s fourteenth
attempt at a tv pilot is produced ordered to series and awarded an emmy overnight she s sucked into a mad
show business vortex and he s tasked with managing their new high profile hollywood lifestyle he falls in with a
posse of plus ones men who are married to women whose success income and public recognition far surpasses
their own what will it take for him to regain the foreground in his own life christopher noxon is an accomplished
journalist who has written for such publications as the new yorker details los angeles magazine salon and the
new york times magazine his first book rejuvenile kickball cartoons cupcakes and the reinvention of the
american grown up crown earned him interviews on such shows as the colbert report and good morning america
and generated features in usa today the wall street journal and talk of the nation ira glass of this american life
called the book an eye opener noxon happens to be married to a top tv writer producer and does the school
chauffeuring for their three children so he knows whereof he speaks regarding plus ones he lives in los angeles
california

Plus One
2015-01-05

old records never die is a memoir of one man s search for his lost record collection journalist eric spitznagel sets
out to scour every flea market and dusty attic in the country every cluttered used record store every hoarder s
basement and ebay seller s home and every radio station that employs a friend of a friend until he is reunited
with the precious vinyl artifacts from his past as he embarks on his hero s journey he reminisces about the
actual records the music and the people he listened to it with old girlfriends his high school pals and most
poignantly his father who died the year his son was born he explores the magic of music and memory as he
interweaves his adventures in record culture with questions about our connection to our past whether we can
ever recapture it and whether we would want to if we could

Old Records Never Die
2016-04-12

fantastic strategies for getting high school students excited about writing this book offers 50 creative writing
lesson plans from the imaginative and highly acclaimed 826 national writing labs created as a resource to reach
all students even those most resistant to creative writing the off beat and attention grabbing lessons include
such gems as literary facebooks where students create a mock facebook profile based on their favorite literary
character as well as highly practical lessons like the college application essay boot camp these writing lessons
are written by experts and favorite novelists actors and other entertainers pitched in too road tested lessons
from a stellar national writing lab inventive and unique lessons that will appeal to even the most difficult to
reach students includes a chart linking lessons to the common core state standards 826 national is an
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organization committed to supporting teachers publishing student work and offering services for english
language learners

Don't Forget to Write for the Secondary Grades
2011-10-11

from neal pollack acclaimed author of alternadad and the neal pollack anthology of american literature comes
stretch the unlikely making of a yoga dude here is the hilarious but true account of an overweight balding
skeptical guy who undergoes a miraculous transformation into a healthy blissful obsessively dedicated yoga
fiend

The Publishers Weekly
2006

neal pollack has been the greatest living american writer across six decades seven continents and ten wives he
has won the pulitzer prize the booker prize the pen faulkner award twice and the premio simon bolivar for
contributions to the people s struggle in latin america in 1985 pollack s writing was declared beyond our meager
standards by the swedish academy with the publication of the neal pollack anthology of american literature the
definitive collection of his work in english a new generation of readers is set to discover nothing less than the
ultimate meaning of human existence on earth this astonishing work of fictitious nonfiction the funniest and
most creatively styled postmodernist confection of its time has been universally praised as the best book ever
written except for maybe don quixote and the shipping news the anthology now expanded updated and
thoroughly repaginated answers once and for all the question that has plagued american society in general and
literary critics in particular since neal pollack was born who is neal pollack at last we know

Stretch
2010-08-10

freedom s fifteen minutes are over software pirates mostly extinct dinosaurs giant barbarians crooning criminals
captain freedom s beat them all saved the world and looked fantastic doing it but he couldn t fend off middle
management the superhero lifestyle is all that captain freedom has ever known what s he supposed to do now
enter politics write a children s book freedom s in a bad way and he s only a stint in rehab away from a lifetime
of celebrity reality shows but with the guidance of his new life coach maybe freedom can stumble in a new
direction even if it means having to make peace with his parents or finally commit to a single long term
archenemy

The Neal Pollack Anthology of American Literature
2002-03-05

an inspiring look at the hidden stars in every field who perform essential work without recognition in a culture
where so many strive for praise and glory what kind of person finds the greatest reward in anonymous work
expanding from his acclaimed atlantic article what do fact checkers and anesthesiologists have in common
david zweig explores what we can all learn from a modest group he calls invisibles their careers require
expertise skill and dedication yet they receive little or no public credit and that s just fine with them zweig met
with a wide range of invisibles to discover first hand what motivates them and how they define success and
satisfaction his fascinating subjects include a virtuoso cinematographer for major films the lead engineer on
some of the world s tallest skyscrapers a high end perfume maker an elite interpreter at the united nations
despite the diversity of their careers zweig found that all invisibles embody the same core traits and he shows
why the rest of us might be more fulfilled if we followed their example
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Men's Health
2007

a poignantly funny account of renowned writer and humorist neal pollack s years as a marijuana addict
beginning innocently enough in his 20s neal pollack discovers that pot makes everything food music sex better
getting married having a kid and enjoying professional success do nothing to dampen pollack s enthusiasm for
getting high as cannabis grows stronger and more widely available the expansion and acceptance of marijuana
big business shadows pollack s dependence by 2014 neal is a correspondent for a national marijuana
newspaper mostly because it means free pot diving into the wild wicked world of weed with both lungs pollack
proceeds to smoke vape and eat his way to oblivion leading to public meltdowns and other embarrassing
behavior after his mother dies in 2017 he spirals out of control finally hitting bottom during a reckless two day
gambling and drug filled binge culminating in a public crack up at the world series in dodger stadium three
weeks later he quits after joining a twelve step program neal outs himself as a marijuana addict in a 2018 new
york times op ed piece leading to his decision to document his experience as a cautionary tale for the millions of
recreational users in the hazy age of legalized weed

Captain Freedom
2009-10-06

without mantras or manifestos 29 writers serve up sharp sweet and candid memories salty irreverence and
delicious original recipes food is so much more than what we eat the cassoulet saved our marriage is an
anthology of original essays about how we learn and relearn to eat and how pivotal food is beyond the table
with essays from keith blanchard max brooks melissa clark elizabeth crane aleksandra crapanzano gregory
dicum elrena evans jeff gordinier caroline m grant phyllis grant libby gruner lisa catherine harper deborah
copaken kogan and paul kogan jen larsen edward lewine chris malcomb lisa mcnamara dani klein modisett
catherine newman thomas peele deesha philyaw neal pollack barbara rushkoff bethany saltman k g schneider
sarah shey stacie stukin karen valby

Invisibles
2014-06-12

the writing in this book is so bad it deserves its own taxonomy of suckitude gillian flynn mary roach dave eggers
rick moody chuck palahniuk amy tan a j jacobs daniel clowes jeff greenwald po bronson the list goes on they all
sucked once and they all have the guts to share some of their crappiest early work in drivel an uplifting bit of
voyeurism based on the sold out regreturature stage shows in san francisco and brought to you by litquake and
the san francisco writers grotto within these pages you ll find abstruse and esoteric poetry bad incoherent and
illogical short stories worse bumfuzzling proto journalism shameful and pretentious overwrought journal entries
we ll not speak of this again thanks to these courageous but foolhardy writers the world now knows the real
meaning of a work in progress

Pothead
2020-06-16

best life magazine empowers men to continually improve their physical emotional and financial well being to
better enjoy the most rewarding years of their life

Poets & Writers
2007

the arrival of any new neal pollack book especially a novel is cause for celebration when it s a satire about
safetyism covid 19 lockdowns and canadian exceptionalism it s cause for something like a mix of mardi gras
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burning man and the gathering of the juggalos pollack s signature wit meanness and compassion is all on
brilliant post pot addiction display here at a time when we need it more than ever nick gillespie host the reason
interview with nick gillespie i ve loved neal pollack s work for twenty years now while i have numerous and
serious problems with canada as everyone knows i must insist that you buy and read this book i loved it from
start to finish and so will you mike sacks poking a dead frog stinker lets loose passing on the right amelia
stewart loves staying home when the canadian health ministry where she works as a mid level functionary
issues a stayhome order she and her dog little miss daisy comply with enthusiasm obeying government orders
and watching their favorite soap opera edge of safety but during one such stay home order amelia accidentally
finds herself trapped outside much to her surprise she doesn t immediately die but she does run afoul of a
ragtag resistance movement that gradually persuades her that the world is not what she thinks they take her on
an adventure that she never imagined or wanted as amelia s knowledge of the outside world grows she has to
make a choice about canada s future

The Cassoulet Saved Our Marriage
2013-03-12

an essential tool for assisting leisure readers interested in topics surrounding food this unique book contains
annotations and read alikes for hundreds of nonfiction titles about the joys of comestibles and cooking food lit a
reader s guide to epicurean nonfiction provides a much needed resource for librarians assisting adult readers
interested in the topic of food a group that is continuing to grow rapidly containing annotations of hundreds of
nonfiction titles about food that are arranged into genre and subject interest categories for easy reference the
book addresses a diversity of reading experiences by covering everything from foodie memoirs and histories of
food to extreme cuisine and food exposés author melissa stoeger has organized and described hundreds of
nonfiction titles centered on the themes of food and eating including life stories history science and
investigative nonfiction the work emphasizes titles published in the past decade without overlooking significant
benchmark and classic titles it also provides lists of suggested read alikes for those titles and includes several
helpful appendices of fiction titles featuring food food magazines and food blogs

Drivel
2014-09-02

an anthology of original essays from our most intriguing young writers bookmark now boldly addresses the
significance of the production of literature in the twenty first century or simply how do we talk about writing and
reading in an age where they both seem almost quaint the book features authors in their twenties and thirties
those raised when tv video games and then the internet supplanted books as dominant cultural mediums and
their intent is to examine 1 how this generation came to writing as a calling 2 what they see as literature s
relevance when media consumption and competition have reached unprecedented levels and 3 how writing and
reading fit in with the rest of our rapid multitasking world the result will offer a voyeuristic peek into the private
creative lives of today s writers and shed light on what their work means at a time when the book business is
changing yet almost paradoxically a time when storytelling as a means of both self realization and community
building be it via e mail weblogs or this american life seems more relevant than ever before edited by kevin
smokler a bay area entrepreneur who has devoted himself to fostering literary culture and cultivating fresh
talent bookmark now is a collection that both captures the state of the art and provides inspiration to aspiring
writers at all levels

Bitch
2007

lists addresses and information on contacts pay rates and submission requirements and includes essays on the
craft of writing
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Best Life
2007-02

unlike books on yoga that provide instruction on technique going om is a unique collection of personal
narratives from celebrated authors all of the essays are original material written for this collection this
anthology values the quality of writing over the authors flexibility ira sukrungruang shares his heartbreaking
struggle as a 375 pound yoga student discovering self worth on his mat gloria munoz explores the practice of
stillness with lyrical elegance in the midst of her busy mind neal pollack s signature sarcasm leads to surprising
turns at yoga class with his dad elizabeth kadetsky uses yogic wisdom while coping with her mother s
devastating alzheimer s going om will find an eager audience with the 20 million americans practicing yoga the
editor melissa carroll is a yoga instructor who teaches more than 200 students every week as a writer and
university creative writing professor with extensive public speaking and print experience only carroll could
curate these true tales of life from the mat

Edge of Safety
2022-06-30

Food Lit
2013-01-08

Bookmark Now
2009-04-24

2007 Novel & Short Story Writer's Market
2006

Going Om
2014-09-09

Guide to Literary Agents
2006

Los Angeles Magazine
2007
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